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Dear Clients and Friends,
The AURA residential community presented in
the following pages is the first venture in the Czech
Republic that features a unique blend of modern
housing, 21st century lifestyle and golf.
The MANGHI international development group
and its foreign partners have already begun
construction of this one-of-a-kind project, which
I believe will become the home of your dreams.
Considerable investments have already been
made that are required for the start of construction.
Further investments totaling billions of crowns will
be made over the next few years.

I believe that each of you will certainly
be able to select a new home for yourself
in AURA.
I am proud to say that it is none other than
the MANGHI Group, along with its international
partners, that is the first to bring this unique
residential concept fulfilling all of the demands
of 21st century living to the Czech Republic.
Welcome to the world of AURA,
the place where dreams come true…

Franco Manghi
President

WO R D S F R O M T H E P R E S I D E N T

Words from the President

Our expansive and highly experienced
international team is working hard on a daily basis
to achieve our ambitious objectives.
We have already begun construction of
the required infrastructure as well as individual
AURA facilities so that the first residents can begin
moving in as early as in 2014.

Located in the municipality of Statenice, just
a few minutes drive from the center of Prague,
AURA is the first residential community in
the Czech Republic to provide its residents with
the unique concept of green living in the middle
of the countryside.
AURA offers its residents living in modern villas
and apartment buildings, all of which guarantee
personal space, privacy, customized design and
unparalleled proximity to nature.
AURA offers the following to its residents:
•International kindergarten and primary school

•Club House
•Shops
•Cafes & Restaurants
•Swimming pool
•Fitness & Wellness Center
•Tennis
•Cycling and running trails
AURA provides all of its residents with exceptional
living fulfilling the highest demands of the 21st
century.
AURA is the place where dreams come true...

UNIQUE ST YLE OF LIVING

Unique Style of Living

•18-hole masters golf course, driving ranges,
putting & chipping area

Located on 140 hectares of stunningly beautiful
rolling greenery with unforgettable views over
the immediate vicinity of Statenice in the PragueWest district, AURA occupies one of most gorgeous
corners of the countryside surrounding Prague,
just a short ten kilometers northwest of the very
heart of the Czech capital.
Everything Nearby
From the center of Prague, you are home in just
15 minutes. Several city transportation lines serve
Statenice. There is a Prague city bus stop in AURA
itself, with the Dejvická subway station less than ten
minutes away. You certainly may appreciate that
the trip to Prague’s Ruzyně Airport takes no more
than ten minutes and that Metropole Zličín, one of
the largest shopping centers in Prague, is just a few
minutes drive from AURA.

Locality

Surrounded by Greenery
Imagine a morning stroll barefoot on dewy grass
and listening to birds singing in a nearby forest
over coffee. The more active among you can take
advantage of the huge green parks for cycling,
jogging and going for walks with your children and
your dogs. You can relax and unwind at one of
the several lakes in the area.

VLTAVA

AURA is inspired by nature. AURA is living
among the greenery in the countryside.
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History of Statenice
Statenice, along with the settlement of Černý Vůl
(Black Bull), is a charming municipality located in
the delightful setting of the Únětice Creek Valley
in Prague-West. The local residents are proud
of the history of their village, which dates back
to as early as 1227. Statenice‘s long history is
epitomized by a chateaux situated near one of
the corners of AURA and, as part of the building
project, the chateaux will be reconstructed into
a community and culture center.
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The construction of AURA is based on a unique
architectural concept, with each component being
fine-tuned down to the very last detail.
Our international team, marking a first in the Czech
Republic, will use “clusters”, a model that will
provide residents in all villas with personal space
and privacy. There will be no straight streets lined
with houses standing one next to another.
The individual clusters will be separated by
greenery, parks and lakes.

The first stage, consisting of the building of villas,
a golf driving range and a putting & chipping
area, the international kindergarten and primary
school and the initial parts of the Club House and
sporting facilities, has already begun.

MASTER PLAN

Master plan

Construction Process
The entire AURA will be built in several successive
stages. Each stage will feature an abundance
of architectural ideas and styles, all meticulously
and sensitively incorporated into the surrounding
landscape. Each phase of the construction process
will be built respecting not only the surroundings
but also the local residents in order that AURA will
become an integrated and welcomed neighbor.

Unique Design
All of the villas have been designed by Jestico +
Whiles, one of the world’s leading architecture
practices, and fulfill the highest demands for
modern 21st century living. During the architectural
planning, strong emphasis was placed not only
on cutting-edge design and superior quality but
also on convenience and comfort of living, utilizing
natural and state-of-the-art materials that have been
incorporated in an innovative and stylish manner.

Individuality
We all have dreams about the perfect home but
each of us is different. With that in mind, we are
ready and willing to hear about your own desires
and notions concerning quality and contented
living. We are ready and willing to discuss
and incorporate any changes you may have
concerning the design. We always strive to do our
best in order to satisfy our clients.
Villas
Each of the villas features its own unique design.
The size of the individual villas ranges from 155
square meters to nearly 350 square meters so
that each client is able to make the most suitable
choice. Similarly, we offer sufficiently large plots
measuring from 650 square meters up to as much
as 1,500 square meters for our largest properties.
Apartments
We are aware that not everyone cares to live in
a villa. Accordingly, AURA offers apartments
ranging from studios to four-bedroom flats in
apartment buildings. Each apartment building has
been designed to have the optimum number of
dwellings and storage areas in order to guarantee
ample personal space and privacy. Whether you
are a young person looking to become a first-time
homeowner or conversely someone looking for
a comfortable home in which to spend your twilight
years, you will certainly be able to make the right
choice for yourself from among our attractive living
spaces.

RESIDENTIAL

Residential

High Standards
High standard is not only a priority but also
a matter of course. Special attention has been paid
to the utilization of only the most up-to-date trends
and materials of the highest quality.
The incorporation of the individual villas into the
overall layout has been meticulously considered.
Privacy is another issue of major importance.
Each villa has a unique view of the surroundings
while the personal space of its residents is
guaranteed.

Everything about AURA has been meticulously
refined down to the last detail. Everything that you
have dreamt about has been readied for you by
AURA.
The designed amenities truly offer everything one
would expect from a place aspiring to meet the
demands for a comfortable and modern lifestyle.
AURA is the place that will fulfill your dreams
of the perfect home…
Golf Academy
An integral part of the Golf Academy will be
a modern and fully equipped Club House.
The construction of the Club House will be
completed during the first stage of construction.

Shops
If you are cooking and realize you are missing an
ingredient, all you need to do is stop in at one of
the local shops. No lines and no hoards of other
shoppers. Shopping now is about to become one
of your favorite activities.
Swimming Pool
Only a handful of the privileged have their own
swimming pool. Now you can proudly join their
ranks as there will be a swimming pool available
to you just around the corner from your new home.
Fitness & Wellness Center
AURA offers you the unique opportunity to take
advantage of the sporting and relaxation facilities
of the AURA Fitness & Wellness Center.
Tennis
You will not have to go far if you are in the mood
for a game of tennis. A number of world-class
tennis courts will be available to you, just steps
from your front door.
Security
We are committed to protecting your privacy and
to ensuring your maximum safety. One of the most
secure residential areas around, AURA is a place
where you will feel comfortable and completely
safe.

LIFEST YLE

Lifestyle

Club House
An integral part of the Golf Academy will be
a modern and fully equipped Club House.
The construction of the Club House will be
completed during the first stage of construction.

International Kindergarten
and Primary School
AURA will house an international kindergarten as
well as an international primary school.
The kindergarten has been planned to be able to
accommodate all of the children living in AURA
as well as residences in the vicinity of Prague.
The construction of the kindergarten and the
primary school will be completed in the first stage.

LIFEST YLE

Education

An integral part of the unique AURA is an 18hole masters golf course featuring a host of
world-class amenities that will offer golfers an
unforgettable golfing experience.
The construction and entire management of the
golf course will be handled by Palmerston Golf,
a leading international firm with many years of
experience managing golf resorts worldwide, such
as in Berlin, Hong Kong and London.
Palmerston Golf has an extensive international
network of golf courses and members of
the AURA Golf Club will also have access
to Palmerston Golf’s other golf facilities
throughout the world.

GOLF

Golf

The construction of the driving ranges, putting
green and chipping area as well as the Club
House has already begun and will be completed
in the first stage of construction. The 18-hole
masters golf course will open in a few years.

About us

MANGHI CZECH, which has been operating
in the Czech Republic since 1993, is a highly
successful international real estate developer
specializing in residential, hospitality and leisure
projects. Thanks to its close ties with the Italian
firm Fratelli Manghi, MANGHI CZECH is able
to rely on the expertise of one Italy’s leading
construction companies, which was established in
1972. Since that time, the firm has been building
on the experience of its founders which have been
successfully working in the construction industry
since as far back as 1964. In its beginnings,
Fratelli Manghi focused itself on the industrial
sector. During the course of subsequent years,
the company expanded its operations into public
infrastructure construction as well as residential and
commercial buildings, both in Italy and in other
countries.
During the nearly 20 years on the Czech market,
we have successfully completed a number of
major residential and leisure projects, including
the conversion and reconstruction of a number
of magnificent historical hotels (Hotel Caruso,
Hotel Thalia and Hotel David). This year we will
complete construction of the La Corte residential
apartment complex, recognized as the only project
to bring together Czech history and Italian vivacity
in a sensitive manner.
Team
Being a family business with a tradition spanning
more than three generations, we have secured
a highly stable international team of experienced
specialists in all the fields necessary for success in
real estate development.
Partners
The carrying out of a project as unique as AURA
requires extremely careful selection of the best
possible partners with expansive international
experience.
CCA INTERNATIONAL
Visit www.cca-intl.com for details.

MARCUS&ART
Visit www.marcusandart.com for details.

Arch. Christian Kapl, fotograf

ABOUT US

Jestico+Whiles
Visit www.jesticowhiles.cz for details.

CONTACT
AURA
Information, Sales and Consulting
Pařížská 68/9
110 00 Praha 1 – Josefov
Telephone: +420
email: info@aura-statenice.cz

www.AURA-STATENICE.cz
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